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Zangersheide  
proudly presents…
The Z-stallion presentation began 
with a powerful opener with 
spontaneous applause for Levisto 
Alpha Z, who was, of course, 
presented by Judy Ann Melchior. The 
stallions under saddle were presented 
in turn by Judy Ann Melchior and the 
new regular rider Tobias Thoenes, a 
young German who formerly worked 
for Schöckemöhle. Judy and Tobias 
only jumped the young stallions 
because everyone understood that 
the older ones, such as Taloubet Z, 
need not prove themselves anymore 
over the fence. Everyone? Not really, 
because when Christian Ahlmann 
walked Taloubet Z in hand out of 
the ring, a bright little child asked 
alarmed if anyone had fallen off? 
Que? There was never anyone on 
the horse, the father calmed the little 
one. Taloubet Z is currectly standing 
at Zangersheide for breeding, his 
next big appointment is in April, in 
the World Cup Finals. Asca Z begged 
to be excused from the Open Days as 
he had an appointment for the Hong 
Kong Masters. Apology accepted, for 
in the previous months Asca Z has 
shown himself a true five star horse. 
Comilfo Plus Z was there, but was 
condemned to stable rest because of 
an injury he is recovering from. A 
presentation would have been too 
risky. The collection of Zangersheide 
is a mix of young and old, home-
grown and combined with the best of 
former stallion selections. Therefore 
you know already about those young 
stallions that they are the best of their 
age group. 

The clones enjoyed great interest, 
people were clearly impressed, which 
resulted in high demand. Chellano 
Alpha Z, for example, was last 
year’s most popular sire among the 

Z breeders. Expectations are very 
high about Clarissimo Z. Some even 
suggest that he may well be the best 
stallion ever offered by Zangersheide. 
It was pure accident, of course, but 
when Tobias took the last fence on 
Clarissimo Z, he jumped so high 
that he almost had Tobias out of 
the saddle. His cheeks reds from 
embarrasment it had clearly not been 
his intention to go so high. 
For Clintissimo Z people shifted 
excitedly in their seats. Everyone 
had ticked off one or two stallions 
of their choice, made notes or used 
multi media to study the images at 
home. Des goûts et des couleurs, on 
ne discute pas. There is no arguing 
about taste or colour. Nor can you 
argue that Zangersheide did not 
present an integral collection of 

different qualities, with the emphasis 
on breeding stallions in the sport.  
Taloubet Z, Zandor Z, Levisto Z, 
Aktion Pur Z have all more than 
proven themselves in the sport. The 
young stallions all were the best of 
their age groups. It is no coincidence 
that Asca Z was the topper of the 
Neumünster selection, Christian 
Ahlmann already foresees that he will 
follow in the footsteps of Taloubet 
Z. The youngest stallions, such as 
Chellsini Z, Comilfo Plus Z and 
Clarissimo Z were all distinguished 
at Zangersheide and considered by 
the public as the toppers of their 
year. The permanent quest for the 
best jumping genes is the lifework of 
Zangersheide. That is why only the 
best stallions are kept on and offered 
for breeding.

Levisto Alpha Z
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The vision 
of Judy Ann

I got to know Levisto Z when he 
was a 7-yr-old. Levisto Alpha Z is 
now a 4-yr-old and I have known 
him from his fi rst steps under saddle. 
I can therefore not yet compare their 
fi rst years in the ring. I immediately 
noticed the natural balance of 
‘Alpha’. Levisto Z & Levisto Alpha 
Z are both super to ride, although 
you can feel, of course, that Levisto 

What you see is not always what you feel. There 
is one person at Zangersheide who has the total 
picture: Judy Ann Melchior. She sees and knows 
what she feels and is happy to describe the stallions 
in concise terms:

traits, irrespective of their age .

The Chellano Z son Chellsini Z was 
our favourite topper of the September 
selection and in all modesty I can say 
that our opinion is shared by many. 
Chellsini Z will be a 4-yr-old and is 
only in training for a few months. 
Our fi rst fi ndings are that he is very 
careful and has a lot of blood. He 

Levisto  Alpha Z

Alpha Z is still green. The feeling he 
gives me over the fence, however, 
is precisely the same. If I was 
blindfolded over the fence, I could 
not tell whether it was Levisto Z or 
Levisto Alpha Z I was riding. Like 
his original, I recognize the same 
characteristics: very well behaved, 
never freakish or frightened, always 
alert to his surroundings, the same 
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still has to get used to many things, 
but I can easily understand that. 
He will get all the time he needs to 
discover the world under Christian 
and Tobias. 

With Chellano Alpha Z I am 
working towards the WC for 5-yr-
olds. He jumped a few classes in the 
stallion competition, purely by way 
of training. Chellano Alpha Z is a 
pleasant horse, he has his character 
from his sire. The big difference is 
that ‘Alpha’ was more open. Chellano 
Z was in high demand as a young 
stallion and that has had a certain 
effect. They have the same mouth 
and canter, I clearly recognize the 
copy, and in practice Chellano Alpha 
will be an improved version, because 
he will not have to serve breeding 
to the limit. We want to get the best 
out of Chellano Alpha Z, first in the 
sport, then in breeding.

Clarissimo Z already won me over 
at the selection and he has not 
disappointed me under saddle. A 
tall-framed horse and very careful. 
He will be a 5-yr-old and you can 
feel that he does not yet always know 
precisely what to do with his large 
body. Because he is so super careful 
and has a lot of power, he sometimes 
jumps too high over the fence with 
his instinct, at times forgetting about 
his technique. But he can do the job, 
there is no doubt about that. You 
often see the same thing with such 
tall youngsters. My guts tell me that 
of all the young stallions Clarissimo 
Z has the best chances of breaking 
through to the top sport. We have 
not quite worked out who will start 
Clarissimo Z, Christian or I, but we 
are both convinced that Clarissimo Z 
is a future five star horse. With some 
young horses you can already feel 
sure about that when they are young, 
Clarissimo Z is that type of horse.

Cartello Z (Caretano Z x Jus De 
Fontaines) we bred ourselves and he 
has an exceptional dam’s line. Cartello 
Z is a son of Jarratelle Z and she is 
a daughter of Roofs (Caletto I) who 
we know under Jan Tops. The sire 
of Jarratelle Z is Jus de Fontaines, in 
turn a son of Olympic Champion Jus 
de Pomme. Good blood, which we 
combined with Caretano Z. Cartello 
Z is already a very strong and stable 

Chellano  Alpha Z

Clarissimo Z

horse. His technique and jumping 
power impress.

We leased Cascor Z specifically for 
our breeders, because we want to 
offer them Casall blood via Cascor Z. 
Cascor Z his been an active stud as a 
4- and 5-yr-old in Germany. Casall is 
scarce on the market, Cascor Z is the 
best alternative. He went very well 
in the German stallion competition, 

although so far he has mainly been 
used for breeding so far. Cascor Z is 
an extra service from Zangersheide 
to breeding.

Cartello Z

Christian can tell you all about 
Taloubet Z but it is already enough to 
look at his sport record over the past 
years. Taloubet Z wins a lot, and more 

Cascor Z Taloubet Z

importantly, he loves to win. What 
can you add to his achievements? 
That he is our Formula 1 racing car? 
That he perfectly couples power to 
acceleration? In order to win five star 
GPs or World Cups nowadays, you 
have to have enormous quality and 
ask all the riders, when Christian 
enters the ring on Taloubet Z, they 
are one of the favourites.

Clintissimo Z (Clinton I x Carthago 
Z) is a charismatic stallion who 
is in high demand who made all 
expectations come true when he 
was young. He had no trouble with 
the Youngster Tour, that period is 
now long behind him. Clintissimo 
Z will be an 8-yr-old. 2013 will not 
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yet be the year of his international 
breakthrough, for that Clintissimo 
Z is still too green. But he will have 
to show himself in the international 
ring this year. I do not like to boast, 
it is in the ring that you can talk. 
I expect that Clintissimo Z will 
continue the line of the Youngster 
Tour, everything points into that 
direction and hopefully time will 
prove me right.

capable of jumping the heavy classes, 
he seems to be a very competitive 
horse. 

Aktion Pur Z (15) jumped at the 
highest level and more than proved 
himself as a sport stallion. As a sire, 
he still has to prove everything. That 
is how we planned it for Aktion Pur 
Z; fi rst the sport and then breeding. 
In the past four years he suffered from 
an injury, which played up off and on, 
which made it unable to use him as a 
sire. Aktion Pur Z is a real character 
animal, that did so well in the ring that 
at fi rst we reserved him entirely for 
the sport, he is always so extremely 
fresh and alert. The combination with 
breeding could hazard his sport career. 
Until he was an 11-yr-old, things 
went fl awlessly, then he started to 
suffer from a tendon and at the level 
he was performing he had to be one 
hundred percent alright. Fortunately, 
the injury has now permanently gone. 
I can again use him in the sport, but 
the accent will from now on be on 
breeding. That is why we explicitly 
included him in our stallion catalogue. 
When you know his sport qualities, 
you know that he is a more than a 
decent sire. 

Crown Z proves with his son 
Crowntano Z that he is a very good 
progenitor. Crowntano Z confi rms 
this with his enormous qualities as 
a future sport horse. Crowntano Z 
has not been able to prove himself as 
a sire, being a 6-yr-old. Crown Z is 
enormously popular in France, where 
he has a lot of offspring. Preference 
for a certain sire is sometimes region-
bound. Zandor Z (24) has been the 
most popular sire in France for many 
years, only in recent years he is also 
much used in our region. It seems 
that, in his old age, he has started 
an new career in Belgium and the 
Netherlands. 

Levisto Z…. I could write a whole 
Z-Magazine full about him. I doubt 
that they give me so many pages. 
Where should I start? He is doing 
well again, by the way, back in form, 
in spite of being a 16-yr-old. In my 
sport career so far, I had my fi nest 
moment on the back of Levisto Z. I 
will use him very goal-oriented, for 
it is now time for another priority: 
Levisto Z will mainly be active as a 
sire, with fresh sperm. That will be 
his main task, sport will from now 
on be his hobby. Levisto Z loves 
the competitions, that is his life and 
he always likes to steel the show. I 
do not want to deprive him of this 
pleasure. I am sure he will tell me 
himself when he has had enough.

Clintissimo Z

Candico Z and his sire Candillo Z 
(Cassini I x Grundymann xx) I talk 
about in one breath, because Candico 
Z is a school example of how Candillo 
Z breeds: a compact beautiful horse 
that is pleasant to ride. He is one of 
our fi rst products by him and we are 
proud of that. Candillo Z started 
his career in Germany and last year 
stood in Ireland. The Irish breeders 
know what’s what. Candillo Z (20) 
has suffi ciently proved himself as a 
sire, many believe him to be one of 
the best Cassini I sons and when I 
look at Candico Z, I can only agree. I 
believe that Candico Z will in time be 

Candico Z

New offers: Cavalo Z and Air Jordan Alpha Z

They were there, but not at the stallion presentation: Cavalo Z and Air 
Jordan Alpha Z were licensed in the morning and are new offers in the 
Z-stallion collection.

Crown Z Crowntano Z

Aktion Pur Z Zandor Z

Levisto Z

Cavalo Z is the perfect 
match of two stallions that 
have made Zangersheide’s 
name in the sport and 
dearly loved by the 
driving forces behind 
Z. Cavalo Z is a son of 
Carthago Z, his dam is a 
daughter of Levisto Z. All 
the qualities from sire and 
grandam can clearly be 
recognized in Cavalo Z. 
He comes from the dam’s 

line of Coriano Z and is also closely related to the Holsteiner champion 
Diarado.

Air Jordan Z has gone, 
welcome Air Jordan 
Alpha Z. Everyone agreed 
at the most recent stallion 
selections: Air Jordan 
Alpha Z was the big star. 
Not entirely illogical 
when you know about the 
career of Air Jordan Z in 
the sport. In breeding he 
did the same thing and 
he produced many good 
products. That is why Air 

Jordan Z was cloned and now he is again available to the breeders via 
Air Jordan Alpha Z with fresh sperm.




